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Chemiosmotic energy coupling through oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) is crucial to life, requiring coordi-
nated enzymes whose membrane organization and dynamics are poorly understood. We quantitatively explore
localization, stoichiometry, and dynamics of key OXPHOS complexes, functionally ﬂuorescent protein-tagged, in
Escherichia coli using low-angle ﬂuorescence and superresolution microscopy, applying single-molecule analysis
and novel nanoscale co-localization measurements. Mobile 100–200 nmmembrane domains containing tens to
hundreds of complexes are indicated. Central to our results is that domains of different functional OXPHOS com-
plexes do not co-localize, but ubiquinone diffusion in the membrane is rapid and long-range, consistent with a
mobile carrier shuttling electrons between islands of different complexes. Our results categorically demonstrate
that electron transport and proton circuitry in this model bacterium are spatially delocalized over the cell mem-
brane, in stark contrast to mitochondrial bioenergetic supercomplexes. Different organisms use radically differ-
ent strategies for OXPHOS membrane organization, likely depending on the stability of their environment.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the universal cellular energy
currency. The energy released upon hydrolysis of ATP powers many bi-
ological processes. Most organisms meet ATP demands by oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS), a multi-enzyme process spanning all do-
mains of life using nutrient molecule catabolism. In OXPHOS, electron-
transfer reactions between membrane-associated enzymes are coupled
via the proton-motive force (pmf) to ATP synthesis by FoF1ATPase [1,2].
Individually, enzymes have been studied extensively for mitochondrial
OXPHOS in terms of structure/biochemistry [2], with signiﬁcant under-
standing of gene expression/regulation stemming from prokaryotes [3].
However, the system-level architecture and dynamics of OXPHOS
membranes are not resolved.
Two principal hypotheses for molecular organization have emerged
[4]. In the ‘liquid-state’ model, individual enzymes are randomly
membrane-interspersed, interacting via stochastic mobility. The
‘solid-state’ model assumes that electron ﬂow is mediated through en-
zyme supercomplexes, which are functionally and structurally deﬁned
regions of the membrane [5–7]. The liquid-state model dominated
until supercomplexes, from the bacterium Paracoccus denitriﬁcans [8]
and mitochondrial inner membrane extracts from plant, yeast and
mammalian cells, were isolated by native gel electrophoresis [6,9,10].
In addition, membrane sub-structures consistent with supercomplexes
have since been observed by cryo-electron microscopy of inner mito-
chondrial membranes from plant [11] and mammalian cells [12]. Thus
there is strong evidence in support of solid-state models of OXPHOS in
eukaryotes and some prokaryotes.
Fluorescence imaging of bacterial OXPHOS in Bacillus subtilis [13]
and E. coli [14,15] has shown mobile membrane patches of enzymes in
the cytoplasmic membrane. Also, Halo-Tag imaging of FoF1ATPase in
inner mitochondrial membrane cristae indicates mobility [16]. The
combination of evidence for supercomplexes and diffusive elements
led to speculation of membrane ‘respirazones’: functionally isolated,
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mobile membrane patches of ~100 nm diameter containing a comple-
ment of enzymes necessary for OXPHOS [14,17].
Here, we investigate the native localization and dynamics of several
key functional enzymes used in aerobic OXPHOS in E. coli by real-time
single-molecule ﬂuorescence imaging in live cells. Mobile ﬂuorescent
spots were seen in cells expressing ﬂuorescently labeled NDH-1, SDH,
Cytochrome bo oxidase and ATP synthase, as expected and similar to
the previously observed Cytochrome bd oxidase [14]. Super-resolution
localization microscopy of ﬁxed cells and quantiﬁcation of ﬂuorescence
in live cells conﬁrm that the spots observed containmultiple complexes
and in fact represent the positions of clusters of enzymes. Careful cate-
gorization of diffusion reveals that themotion of all of the different com-
plexes observed is similar. However, in contrast to the respirazone
hypothesis, we observed that different complexes do not co-localize
indicating that both electron transport and the proton circuit are
delocalized over the membrane surface. This is very different from the
situation in mitochondria where convincing evidence for organization
of OXPHOS components into functional supercomplexes suggests local-
ization of electron transport. We discuss functional and evolutionary
implications of these different strategies below.
2. Results
2.1. OXPHOS enzymes are in cell membrane patches extending several tens
of nm
E. coli strains were engineered by ‘scarlessly’ replacing the native
allele of interest on the genome with genes for ﬂuorescently labeled
proteins — GFP or mCherry fused with subunits of one of ﬁve OXPHOS
enzymes. The resulting strains contained no antibiotic resistance cas-
settes on their genomes to interrupt transcription of the operons to
which our genes of interest belong. The subunits labeled were NuoF of
NADH dehydrogenase (NDH-1), CydB of cytochrome bd-I complex,
CyoA of cytochrome bo3 complex, AtpB of FoF1ATPase, and SdhC of suc-
cinate:fumarate oxidoreductase (SDH). The ﬂuorescent proteins had
only marginal effects on cell growth and OXPHOS in comparison with
wildtype strains (Supplementary Table S1), indicating little perturba-
tion of function. Further tests that thoroughly characterize the function-
ality and ﬁdelity of labeling in our strains can be found in Erhardt et al.
2014 [18]. We immobilized cells from exponentially growing cultures
on poly-L-lysine coated glass coverslips of a ~5 μl microscope ﬂow-cell
and visualized the dynamic ﬂuorescent protein distribution in single
cells using real-time imaging by near-total internal reﬂection ﬂuores-
cence (TIRF) excitation [19] on a bespoke single-molecule microscope
[20] permitting simultaneous imaging of GFP/mCherry on separate
halves of the camera with insigniﬁcant bleed-through or cross-talk be-
tween ﬂuorescent proteins detected in their respective green and red
channels (Fig. 1a).
Strains expressing single OXPHOS fusions with either GFP or
mCherry had distinct spots of ﬂuorescence in the cytoplasmic mem-
brane ~300–500 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM) diameter,
50–200 nm larger than that of the measured point spread function
(PSF) width of our microscope [20]. As previously suggested, the differ-
ence between the FWHM of the detected spots and the measured point
spread function of the microscope estimates the real dimensions of the
structure producing the spots [14]. After an initial period of a few sec-
onds, in which the bulk of the ﬂuorophores photobleached, ~1–5
spots were detected per cell from individual image frames, with no ob-
vious cellular positional dependence (Fig. 1b) as observed previously
using TIRF on a strain expressing CydB-GFP [14].
Higher-resolution datawere obtained using photoactivated localiza-
tion microscopy (PALM) [21] with photoswitchable ﬂuorescent protein
mMaple [22] fused to CydB and NuoF in ﬁxed cells. PALM images indi-
cate clusters of localizations in the cell membrane over a similar length
scale (50–200 nm) as predicted above from spots in near-TIRF imaging
(Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1).
We then investigated and more thoroughly analyzed three dual-
labeled strains expressing NuoF-GFP:SdhC-mCherry, AtpB-GFP:CydB-
mCherry and NuoF-GFP:CydB-mCherry to monitor simultaneous locali-
zation of pairs of tagged OXPHOS proteins. Near-TIRF images were
Fig. 1. Near-TIRF microscopy of OXPHOS proteins in E. coli. (a) Schematic of dual-color
near-TIRF imaging microscope. (b) Single near-TIRF image frames (40 ms exposure) of
single-labeled GFP and mCherry OXPHOS cell strains, distinct ﬂuorescent spots indicated
(yellow arrows) and cell body border based on brightﬁeld images (white). (c) Typical
PALM reconstructions for mMaple-labeled strains with putative membrane patches.
White bar indicates 200 nm. See Materials andmethods for image rendering information.
(d) Frame average images of dual-labeled cell strains, red (left panel) and green (center
panel) and overlaid channel (right panel) shown.
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recorded over ~10 s at a 25 Hz frame rate. Dual-color images indicated
similar spots of ﬂuorescence as seen for single-labeled strains, with
movie data showing some spots are mobile across the cell membrane
surface (Supplementary Movies S1, S2), as observed previously [14],
while a proportion is relatively immobile, indicated by comparatively
unblurred ﬂuorescence foci on frame averaged images generated from
data sequences over several seconds (Fig. 1d upper panel).
2.2. There is a broad range in stoichiometry between different OXPHOS
enzymes and different patches
Diffusing spots of ﬂuorescence were tracked in each separate color
channel for at least ﬁve consecutive image frames, with some tracks
lasting several seconds. We then calculated the stoichiometry of each
detected spot in vivo by a simple ratio of the initial intensity of each
track to the brightness of single ﬂuorescent protein molecule as de-
scribed in Materials and methods. The distribution of stoichiometry
for each strain was generated using unbiased kernel density estimation
[23], a technique (alternative to the use of histograms) that convolves
the raw data using Gaussian functions to represent each measurement
and its error, andwhich results in an objective ﬁnal distribution of mea-
surements that is not biased by subjective and arbitrary histogram bin
widths and edge positions. The distributions indicate a broad range in
number of molecules per spot (Fig. 2 and Table 1). For dual-labeled
strains (Fig. 2a–c), the distributions indicate FWHM ranges of 10–20
and 20–40 molecules per spot for NuoF and SdhC respectively, 40–60
molecules per spot for AtpB, and, similar to an earlier study [14],
70–180molecules per spot of CydB (Supplementary Fig. 2 indicates ex-
ample in vivo photobleach traces compared to puriﬁed single surface-
immobilized ﬂuorescent protein molecules obtained under the same
imaging conditions). Spots from the same cells ranged in stoichiometry
across the full range of these distributions. In addition to the dual-
labeled strains, which gave information for four of the OXPHOS com-
plexes, we investigated the stoichiometry of spots in a single-labeled
strain expressing a genomic mCherry fusion of the terminal oxidase
CyoA, containing 25–45 molecules per spot (Fig. 2d). Calculations
based on cell doubling times and ﬂuorescence maturation data indicate
that less than 1% of the proportion of ﬂuorescent protein is in an imma-
ture ‘dark’ state [20].We note that while it may be tempting to calculate
the number of patches per cell taking into account our results and com-
bining them with possibly available measurements of total numbers of
OXPHOS proteins per cell from high-throughput studies (see for in-
stance Taniguchi et al. [24]), signiﬁcant differences in the details of the
techniques used for each type of measurement make these studies not
immediately comparable. In particular, there are signiﬁcant genetic
differences (our study uses speciﬁc linkers and mutations which are
‘scar-less’ in nature, compared to generic linkers and issues with
antibiotic-resistance cassette remains in the above mentioned high-
throughput study), as well as differences in growth and imaging condi-
tions that preclude direct comparison.
2.3. OXPHOS patches exhibit conﬁned and unconﬁned diffusion
ThediffusionofOXPHOS complexes in dual-label strainswas charac-
terized using BARD analysis [25] which applies Bayesian inference to
determine the most likely type of diffusion (from either conﬁned,
anomalous, normal/Brownian, or directed diffusion) from experimental
trajectory data from tracked spots. The proportions of tracks assigned to
each diffusion type for all tagged complexes in all strains analyzed are
shown in Supplementary Table S3. Supplementary Table S4 shows the
frequencies of tracks which are conﬁned or unconﬁned (anomalous,
Brownian or directed) for the dual-label strains. On average 47% ±
10% (±s.d.) of tracks have conﬁned mobility and 53% ± 10% (±s.d.)
have unconﬁned mobility, consistent across the dual-label strains to
within the error of the BARD analysis. A two-way chi-squared test of
the diffusion categorizations for NuoF, CydB, SdhC, and AtpB, yielded a
non-signiﬁcant result:χ2= 4.306 (Pearson's chi-squared test statistic);
N=342 (total number of tracks analyzed); d.f. = 3 (number of degrees
of freedom); and P=0.23 (P-value, probability). It is therefore unlikely
that these four OXPHOS proteins differ from each other in terms of their
Fig. 2. Stoichiometry of OXPHOS complexes. Unbiased kernel density estimations for numbers of OXPHOS protein molecules per ﬂuorescent spot, for (a)–(c) dual-labeled cell strains and
(d) the CyoA single-labeled strain. GFP (blue) and mCherry (red) components shown, with peak value (arrow). n= 18–134 tracks analyzed.
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‘preference’ for diffusion type. Roughly half of the unconﬁned spots ex-
hibited anomalous/sub-diffusion, while the remainder exhibited
Brownian diffusion at a mean rate of 0.007 ± 0.005 μm2 s−1 (±s.d.)
across all strains (Supplementary Fig. 3a). For conﬁned spots (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3b,c) we found conﬁnement domains with a mean effec-
tive radius of 0.05 ± 0.02 μm (±s.d.), which is greater than our
localization precision. We observed no dependence on either diffusion
coefﬁcient or conﬁnement radius with number of ﬂuorescent proteins
in each spot (Supplementary Fig. 4).
Our trajectory measurements are in principle a projection onto the
camera imaging plane of the three-dimensional diffusion movement
of the complexes within a curved bacterial membrane of capped-
cylindrical shape. However, both our measured conﬁnement radius of
0.05 ± 0.02 μm (±s.d.) and measured total displacements of labeled
OXPHOS proteins diffusing in the membrane (particularly the trans-
verse displacements, perpendicular to long axis of bacterial body), are
an order of magnitude smaller than the width of a cell body (~1 μm),
such that effects of curvature [26,27], of the cytoplasmic membrane
are likely to be small within the area explored by the diffusing protein
complexes, consistent with BARDmobility analysis indicating no signif-
icant difference in the one-dimensional diffusion coefﬁcients estimated
from trajectory data parallel to the cell long-axis compared to those per-
pendicular to the long-axis. In particular, given our experimental imag-
ing frame rate, the typical width of E. coli bacteria and the expected
range of diffusion coefﬁcient values, according to reference [27], the un-
derestimation bias resulting frommembrane curvature for our diffusion
coefﬁcients is negligible.
Although the mean value of diffusion coefﬁcient of ~0.007 μm2 s−1
across all strains was smaller than that measured from an earlier study
in reference [14] obtained using single particle tracking of CydB-GFP,
the range of diffusion coefﬁcients estimated for the CydB-mCherry strain
in our studyhere (Supplementary Fig. 4a)waswithin experimental error
to that measured for the CydB-GFP previously when comparing equiva-
lent levels of molecular stoichiometry.
2.4. Different OXPHOS enzymes assemble in different patches
The aforementioned respirazone hypothesis predicts co-localization
of OXPHOS complexes in ~100 nm patches – patches smaller than the
resolution limit of the microscope – and we have already observed
that the patches are dynamic.We therefore determined how frequently
signals in the red and green channelswere co-localized in order to see if
co-localization occurred more frequently than by chance, given the ob-
served density of proteins in the membrane.
To quantify co-localization, we implemented several complementa-
ry approaches.Weﬁrst investigated co-localization at the length scale of
the whole cell (a), both looking at frame averages (time scale of sec-
onds) (a.1) and at single frames (frame-by-frame, time scale of 40 ms)
(a.2), for all image sequences in each dual-label-strain data set. The sec-
ond approach (b) consisted of calculating the overlap of individual ﬂuo-
rescent spots tracked on both channels simultaneously.
2.4.1. Whole cell method
Wegenerated co-localizationmaps for each cell, using the difference
in normalizedﬂuorescence intensities on a pixel-by-pixel basis between
corresponding pixels in the green and red channels inside each cell
boundary. The analysis output is a pixel map of coefﬁcients, with values
of−1 and +1 corresponding theoretically to features present only in
green or red channels respectively whereas values clustered around
zero indicate features common to both channels.
2.4.2. Looking at frame averages
A color map and histogram of co-localization values were produced
for each frame-averaged ﬂuorescence image sequence in a data set in
order to generate qualitative estimates from our dual-labeled data;
spots tracked on both channels presented typically a relatively lowmo-
bility over our time scale of observation, still appearing very clearly on
images after frame averaging for at least ~10 s.
Fluorescence frame averages were calculated and separated into
their red and green channels and any spatial translation between
images acquired on the red and green channels was determined as
described in the Materials and methods section. For both channels, a
region of interest around the cell body was selected and pixel-
thresholding was employed to deﬁne ‘cell masks’ in both channels to
isolate cell ﬂuorescence from the image background. Both channels
were then re-scaled to normalize pixel intensities between 0 and 1.
The difference between re-scaled translated red channel and re-
scaled green channel intensity values was then calculated for each
pixel. These ﬁnal co-localization values were plotted on a color map
(see example on Fig. 3a), with values close to +1 representing bright
features found on the red channel but not on the green channel, values
close to−1 representing bright features on the green channel but not
on the red channel, and values around 0 corresponding to features com-
mon to both channels in terms of normalized brightness (including any
putative co-localized bright spots on the frame averages).
With this qualitative method, it is clear that over a time scale of sec-
onds the different OXPHOS complexes do not on average occupy similar
locations in the cell membrane, and that the low-mobility patches do
not contain different OXPHOS complexes.
2.4.3. Frame-by-frame approach
Co-localization was also analyzed on a frame-by-frame basis by fol-
lowing the same process as outlined above, but applied to single frames
(see Fig. 3b) instead of frame averages, which rendered co-localization
data over an effective time scale of seconds, to probe smaller time scales
of tens of ms while still obtaining a measure of co-localization averaged
over single whole cells. Co-localization values (see Fig. 3c) were calcu-
lated for each of the ﬁrst 25 frames in a given ﬂuorescence image
sequence, and then accumulated together to produce histograms such
as those in Fig. 3d. Such histograms or distributions of co-localization
coefﬁcients could be ﬁtted to a sum of three Gaussian curves with
their centers constrained to be in the ranges of −0.4 to −0.1, 0, and
0.1 to 0.4 and their widths in the ranges of 0.15–0.25, 0–0.5, and 0.15–
0.25, respectively. These constraints came from applying the same
analysismethod to single-label-strain data acquired under the same im-
aging conditions as the dual-label data; the analysis of imageswithﬂuo-
rescence present on one of the channels only, with only noise on the
other channel, yielded distributions of co-localization values whose
magnitude was centered typically around 0.2–0.3, with standard devia-
tions of ~0.2.
The fraction of brightness featureswhich appeared to be co-localized
on both channels was estimated for the dual-label data as the fraction
represented by the area under the Gaussian curve centered around
zero, out of the total area under the sum of the three Gaussian curves.
Note that when applied to single-label data, this method yielded, as
expected, fractions of brightness corresponding to the actual ﬂuores-
cence channel in excess of 90% (96 ± 4% (±s.d.)) and very small frac-
tions (3 ± 4% (±s.d.)) under the central Gaussian. The contribution to
Table 1
OXPHOS protein stoichiometry values in cytoplasmic membrane patches, using peak
value from Gamma ﬁt to the kernel density estimation for stoichiometry distribution,
with corresponding half width at half maximum (HWHM) ﬁt values indicated.
OXPHOS protein (source cell strain) Peak stoichiometry ± HWHM
(molecules per spot)
NuoF (NuoF-GFP:SdhC-mCherry) 16 ± 4
NuoF (NuoF-GFP:CydB-mCherry) 14 ± 6
SdhC (NuoF-GFP:SdhC-mCherry) 27 ± 10
AtpB (AtpB-GFP:CydB-mCherry) 48 ± 13
CydB (NuoF-GFP:CydB-mCherry) 103 ± 33
CydB (AtpB-GFP:CydB-mCherry) 132 ± 46
CyoA (CyoA-mCherry) 35 ± 8
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Fig. 3. OXPHOS protein co-localization analysis, whole-cell method. (a) Typical frame-average dual-labeled cell strain near-TIRF images with cell borders shown (white), normalized in-
tensity (false-color) for GFP (left panel) andmCherry content (center panel), and frame average co-localization pixelmap (right panel); (b) Typical single-frame dual-label data with GFP
(left) andmCherry (center) normalized intensity channels, andwith single-frame co-localizationmap (right); (c) Example distribution of co-localization values from the single-framemap
in (b) (right); (d) Example distribution of co-localization coefﬁcients formedby accumulating values from25 single frames in a given image sequence (same one as for b and c), showing ﬁt
to a sum of three Gaussians (black) as well as the individual Gaussians for GFP (left, green) and mCherry (right, red) channels, and central Gaussian in blue. The central blue Gaussian
indicates features common to both color channels and the percentage area under it of the total (indicated %) gives a measure of the co-localized fraction; (e) Co-localization fractions
(%) (fractional area under central Gaussian, data from 25 frames) for all image sequences analyzed in all three dual-labeled strains.
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the co-localized fraction due to random image noise is therefore very
small. The co-localized fractions estimated provide an upper threshold
to the degree of intrinsic co-localization between different observed
OXPHOS protein complexes, given unavoidable small contributions
due solely to co-localized background features.
For all dual-label image sequences analyzed, there was excellent
agreement of the qualitative color maps of co-localization values
obtained from frame averages, with the corresponding fractions of co-
localized brightness and of brightness coming from either the red or
green channels, obtained from sets of single frames.
Therefore, for each dual-labeled strain, the area under the central
Gaussian curve as a fraction of the total, indicated the proportion of
pixels with common red/green features (Table 2), indicating a mean
value of 22 ± 7% (±s.d.) across the three dual-label data sets. The indi-
vidual fractions obtained for each data set can be seen in Fig. 3e.
2.4.4. Tracked spot method
The most robust quantitative metric for co-localization utilized sin-
gle particle tracking of ﬂuorescent spots in each color channel.We iden-
tiﬁed green and red channel tracks at least ﬁve consecutive image
frames in duration which were coincident in time, and constructed an
analytical overlap integral function modiﬁed from an earlier method
[28].We considered all frames forwhich bright spots had been detected
and tracked on both red and green channels simultaneously. For these
spots detected at coincident times on both channels, we used the
Gaussian-ﬁt parameters (amplitude, center and width) obtained from
the previous tracking analysis of the image sequences, taking into ac-
count the appropriate spatial translation between the red and green
channels for each image sequence. This shift was pre-calculated from
the corresponding brightﬁeld images which bled through into each
channel, in the same way as described for the whole cell methods, by
ﬁnding the position of best overlap of the red and green channels,
i.e. the maximum of their cross-correlation function (see Materials
and methods). The Gaussian intensity proﬁles of the bright spots were
normalized by dividing by their ﬁtted Gaussian amplitudes and, for
each time-overlapping track pair, the overlap of the Gaussian spots
(overlap integral, v, see Materials and methods) was calculated on a
frame-by-frame basis. The overlap integral can take values between 0
(no overlap) and 1 (complete overlap). We made use of a modiﬁed
Rayleigh-type resolution criterion and considered that two spots were
co-localized when their overlap was large enough or, in other words,
when they could not be ‘resolved’ due to their separation on the
image being below ~2.5 times their Gaussianwidth. The actual Rayleigh
resolution criterion states that two spots can only be resolved when
their separation is large enough such that at least the maximum of
one of the Airy-diffraction patterns is at the same position as the ﬁrst
minimum of the diffraction pattern from the other spot. Though we
used Gaussian function approximations to Airy functions to ﬁt the in-
tensity pattern of each detected spot we can still deﬁne a similar criteri-
on, considering that at a distance from the center of ~2.5 times the
Gaussian width, which encapsulates 99% of the total area under the
Gaussian curve.
Therefore, we considered two spots as co-localized when their sep-
aration was below 2.5 times their Gaussian width. For two equal-
width Gaussians separated by 2.5 times their width, the overlap integral
takes a value of ~0.2 and hence, our criterion considered two spots as
co-localized if their overlap integral was above 0.2. This threshold-
overlap value would change for spots of different widths, however,
the widths of the spots detected on both channels were very similar,
and the distributions of width ratios (σ1/σ2) obtained from all spot
pairs for this analysis were centered around 1 and had standard devia-
tions of 0.1–0.2.
The overlap integral value for each red–green track pair (see Fig. 4a)
was calculated as a function of relative separation between red–green
spot intensity centroids, and of spot widths. For each time point this re-
sulted in an overlap number in the range 0–1 (see Fig. 4b), with 0 indi-
cating no overlap and 1 that both spots are precisely co-localized. The
distribution of overlap integral values across all three dual-labeled
strains is shown in Fig. 4c, where the theoretical co-localization thresh-
old of 0.2 such that two spots are no longer resolved independently has
been indicated. Our results indicate a mean of 17 ± 4% (±s.d.) time
points have an overlap integral in excess of 0.2 (Table 2).
We used a Poisson nearest-neighbor model to characterize the dis-
tribution of spots in the cell membrane and calculate the probability
of chance co-localization (see Materials and methods). The theoretical
likelihood for observing chance co-localization within the optical reso-
lution limit of our microscope of different OXPHOS complexes is 24%,
based on the observed surface density of spots in the cell membrane,
taking into account the width, length and shape of the bacterial cells,
and the measured point spread function width of our microscope. The
proportions of pixels observed indicating putative co-localization from
all of our analysis methods at both the whole cell and single tracked
spot levels are on average below or consistent with this 24% chance
co-localization threshold, indicating that the observed co-localization
is due to single, unassociated spots from different color channels over-
lapping within the optical resolution limit, rather than to different
OXPHOS enzymes associated as a supercomplex.
2.5. Ubiquinone mobility is correlated to respiratory activity
In order to compare the distribution and dynamics of the mobile
electron carrier ubiquinone with those of the OXPHOS enzymes, E. coli
cells were incubated with OXPHOS active, ﬂuorescently-labeled
ubiquinone calledNBDHA-Q [29]. Confocal imaging indicated halos con-
sistent with cell membrane localization with no indication of distinct
spots (Fig. 5a), which contrasts the patchy distribution of OXPHOS
complexes seen above. To clarify if NBDHA-Q was located in outer or
inner cell membranes, we elongated cells using cephalexin [30] on
agar plates with 15% sucrose for osmotic shock treatment [31] resulting
in inner membrane invagination, subsequent imaging indicating cyto-
plasmic membrane localization (Fig. 5b). Estimates for ubiquinone
diffusion coefﬁcient were obtained using ﬂuorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) (Fig. 5c).
FRAP data were modeled by relating changes in bleach proﬁle
with respect to time to effective diffusion coefﬁcient [32], indicating
temperature-dependent diffusion from 1.0 ± 0.3 μm2 s−1 at 15 °C up
to 1.8± 0.3 μm2 s−1 (±s.d.) at 37 °C (Fig. 5d, Table 3), roughly correlat-
ed to respiratory activity as assessed by cellular oxygen uptake which
could be modeled using a Boltzmann factor [33] whose activation
barrier was ~18 kcal/mol, comparable to ATP synthesis requirements
(Supplementary Fig. 5).
3. Discussion
All the OXPHOS complexes that we examined in E. coli appear to be
packaged in clusters of like complexes. The pairs of complexes that we
examined (NDH-1 with cytochrome bd-1; cytochrome bd-1 with
FoF1ATPase; NDH-1 with SDH) show no signiﬁcant co-localization,
Table 2
Co-localization fractions of pixels for dual-labeled OXPHOS cell strains fromwhole cell im-
ages based on 3-Gaussian ﬁt method using n= 7–10 cells (column 2) (see also Fig. 4e),
compared against proportion of spot pairs that are within the optical resolution limit of
each other (column 3), n= 24–468 spot pairs analyzed.
Strain name Mean co-localized
fraction of pixels
using whole
cells ± s.e.m. (%)
Proportion of spot pairs with
overlap integral N0.2 of all spot
pairs coincident in time (%)
NuoF-GFP:SdhC-mCherry 30 ± 10 17
AtpB-GFP:CydB-mCherry 14 ± 7 13
NuoF-GFP:CydB-mCherry 25 ± 6 21
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indicating that different complexes are packaged into different clusters,
suggesting a form of architecturally segregated zones in the cell mem-
brane, which we call ‘segrezones’. There have been several previous
studies in vitro suggesting close associations between different mito-
chondrial OXPHOS enzymes in addition to cryo-EMdata from functional
mitochondria [6,11,12]. There are also in vitro studies in bacteria aside
from E. coli [8,34]. Recent studies in E. coli suggest associations of
NDH-1/NDH-2 and cytochrome bd-I/cytochrome bo3/FDH, and
cytochrome bd-II/SDH [35]. We did not test these pairs of complexes
in our study, as we were interested in complex pairs that are predicted
to be functionally complete electron and proton pathways in vivo. Our
results suggest that ‘respirazones’ [17] previously hypothesized, as dis-
tinct phospholipid patches containing multiple respiratory enzymes,
are unlikely to be prevalent in native E. colimembranes.
The physical explanation for clustering is not clearly established,
but might be facilitated by protein–protein interactions and lateral
Fig. 4. OXPHOS protein co-localization analysis, tracked spot method. (a) Intensity versus time traces for two typical tracked spot pairs coincident in time for cell strain AtpB-GFP:CydB-
mCherry, GFP (green) andmCherry (red) spots overlaid on schematic cell coordinate system (gray); (b) Pair-1 (squares) and pair-2 (circles) from (a) indicating low and high levels of spot
overlap respectively. The calculated overlap integral is shown as a function of time from the start of the track; (c)Distributions of overlap integrals for all spot pairs coincident in time, for all
dual-labeled strains, with percentage of spots separated by less than the co-localization limit indicated (arrow). The number of spot pairs analyzed was n= 24–468.
Fig. 5. Ubiquinonemobility in live bacteria. (a) Confocal images of E. coli cells incubated with NBDHA-Q, with (b) cephalexin-elongated cells pre and (c) post osmotic shock, cytoplasmic
membrane invagination indicated (arrows). (d) FRAP of cephalexin-elongated cells, initial laser bleach region indicated (rectangle). (e) Example recovery of ﬂuorescence intensity with
time (circles)withﬁt to generate optimizeddiffusion coefﬁcient estimate (red) for three different cells,mean and s.d. diffusion coefﬁcient at each temperature estimatedusing n=15 cells
for each temperature. (f) Oxygen uptake at three different sample temperatures using n= 3 separate cultures.
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segregation of membrane lipids. Previous ﬂuorescence imaging moni-
toring phase transitions in artiﬁcial giant unilamellar lipid vesicles indi-
cates the presence of distinct patches composed of a lower viscosity
phase surrounded by a phospholipid sea of higher viscosity [36]. Char-
acterizing such liquid domains using a two-dimensional Ising model
predicated severalmetastable patches of phospholipids,whose effective
width covers the range of length scales we observe here [37].
Alternatively, clustering could be effected by protein–protein inter-
actions through entropically-driven aggregation in which collections
of neighboring proteins are probabilistically driven closer by a ‘deple-
tion’ force [38]. In support of this, Monte Carlo simulations based on
another bioenergetic membrane, developing chromatophore mem-
branes in purple photosynthetic bacteria, illustrate the potential for
entropically-driven sorting of protein complexes of like size and shape
into separate domains [39]. The sorting of complexes into such domains
may serve as an efﬁcientway to pack protein complexes into a crowded
membrane, however this may not solely explain our lack of observed
non-random co-localization.
Our observations here did not indicate a signiﬁcant variation of
diffusion coefﬁcient with stoichiometry, in addition calculations based
on a comparison of the physical size of OXPHOS enzymes compared
to the patches indicate less than 30% of a patch is occupied by
ﬂuorescently-labeled OXPHOS protein [14], suggesting they consist of
loose assemblages and that the observed movement of ﬂuorescent
spots is due to the motion of a whole patch as opposed to tightly-
bound multimers/supercomplexes.
A signiﬁcant proportion of patches was immobile beyond a length
scale of ~100 nm, in contrast to earlier imaging observations in artiﬁcial
lipid vesicles in which similar sized patches experienced exclusively
Brownian diffusion [36]. This may indicate that the source of conﬁne-
ment derives not from intrinsic lipid bilayer architecture but fromanex-
trinsic origin, such as the cytoskeleton or the effects of crowding from
membrane-integrated proteins [40].
One of the pairs of OXPHOS complexes we examined constitutes the
two enzymes involved in a major E. coli electron transport pathway:
NADH to oxygen via NADH dehydrogenase and cytochrome bd-I.
These enzymes are thought to be co-regulated at the transcriptional
level and be the major route of electron ﬂux from NADH to oxygen
under microaerobic conditions [3,41]. The absence of any clear co-
localization between NDH-1 and cytochrome bd-I (Fig. 1d lower
panel) indicates that there is no supercomplex involved in this pathway.
Electron transport between the two complexes is mediated by ubiqui-
none [42], and our FRAP data indicate that ubiquinone diffusion is ~2
orders of magnitude faster than diffusion of the membrane patches
(Fig. 5). This suggests that electron exchange between NADH dehydro-
genase and cytochrome bd-I is mediated by long-range diffusion of a
ubiquinone pool that is delocalized in the membrane. Furthermore,
modeling the change in diffusion coefﬁcient with temperature using a
heuristic power-law (Supplementary Fig. 5a) indicated the diffusion
coefﬁcient varied as ~Tawhere a=8±1 (±s.d.). The rate of oxygenup-
take could be ﬁtted with a Boltzmann dependence exp(−ΔG/kBT), as
suggested from several previous studies of metabolic rate dependence
with temperature [33], whose effective free energy activation barrier,
ΔG, we estimate as 18 ± 4 kcal/mol (±s.d.) where T is the absolute
temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant (Supplementary
Fig. 5b). Previous estimates from lipid vesicles suggest free energy barrier
values corresponding to the phospholipid phase transition process great-
er than our observed value here by a factor of 2–3 [36], and so phospho-
lipid phase transition behavior per se is unlikely to account for the
temperature dependence in our present study. Conversely, in vitro esti-
mates fromkinetic studies of isolated enzymes indicate that for each elec-
tron pair transferred in the oxidation of a molecule of NADH there is a
gain in free energy through the transmembrane proton-motive force
of ~31 kcal/mol,which is sufﬁcient to energize the synthesis of threemol-
ecules of ATP requiring ~22 kcal/mol. Similarly, the oxidation of a mole-
cule of succinate results in an increase in free energy through the
proton-motive force of ~20 kcal/mol, which is sufﬁcient to energize
synthesis of two molecules of ATP requiring ~15 kcal/mol [42].
Therefore, synthesis of ATP from NADH and succinate requires free
energy coupled to the proton-motive force of ~15–22 kcal/mol,
which agrees with our observed free energy barrier to within
experimental error. It is therefore likely that ubiquinone is a signiﬁ-
cant mediator of electron ﬂow acting as a common electron carrier
between different membrane patches.
Our results also shed light on spatial organization of the E. coli
chemiosmotic proton circuit. We tagged two of the major sites for pmf
generation, NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase and cytochrome bd-I,
and one of the major sinks for the pmf, FoF1ATPase. The lack of any co-
localization between NDH-1 and cytochrome bd-I indicates that pmf is
generated by different complexes at multiple sites in the membrane.
Likewise, the lack of co-localization between cytochrome bd-I and FoF1-
ATPase (Fig. 1d middle panel) indicates that sinks for the pmf are not
necessarily located close to pmf sources. We also note that another
pmf sink, the ﬂagellar motor, is dispersed around the cell surface and
immobilized by association with the cell wall [43], so unlikely to co-
localize signiﬁcantly with patches of NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase,
cytochrome bd-I and FoF1ATPase that we observe. It has been suggested
that pmf in chemiosmotic membranes may be effectively localized by
binding of protons to lipid head-groups, and this localization is energet-
ically advantageous if the pmf sink is located close to the pmf source
[44]. However, our results indicate that in E. coli the pmf is utilized by
complexes spatially separated from pmf sources, therefore the classical
picture of pmf delocalized over the entire cell surface is more likely.
The localization of these E. coliOXPHOS complexes contrast striking-
ly with the emerging picture of the inner mitochondrial membrane,
where functional electron transport supercomplexes seem to play
signiﬁcant roles [11,45], and FoF1ATPase is located in a spatially-
controlled fashion at cristae margins [46]. A key to the different strate-
gies employed in E. coli and mitochondria may lie in the need for
E. coli to rapidly acclimatize to changing environments by regulating
expression of multiple electron transport modules. Such ﬂexibility
would be difﬁcult to achieve if enzymes were locked into stable
supercomplexes. By contrast, mitochondria inhabit a more stable
environment in eukaryotic cytoplasm, exhibiting very restricted elec-
tron transport options, which may indicate a distinct adaptation.
Supercomplexes may have evolved stochastically at the level of associ-
ations between individual pairs of OXPHOS enzymes, as opposed to en
masse, which may explain the observation of supercomplexes in E. coli
from other studies [35,47] and for other bacteria such as Paracoccus
denitriﬁcans [8]. Interestingly, recent data from ﬂuorescence imaging
and immuno EM of native mitochondrial OXPHOS enzymes suggest
that the formation of supercomplexes may be a slow, stochastic process
mediated by restricted diffusion in the cristae [48], and data from pho-
tosynthetic cyanobacteria also suggest a pooling of electron transport
complexes into membrane patches of diameter 100–300 nm [49].
Our results belong to a rapidly emergingﬁeld of single-molecule cel-
lular biophysics [50], and although restricted to E. coli may suggest
deeper reﬂection on the physiological role OXPHOS supercomplexes.
In addition, the presence of distinct patches whose size and mobility
are heterogeneous, may indicate a general level of local membrane ar-
chitecture beyond the OXPHOS process, with more complexity than
has been assumed in prokaryotes.
Table 3
Variation of effective diffusion coefﬁcient forﬂuorescently-labeled ubiquinone, as estimat-
ed using FRAP, and oxygen uptake rates with respect to temperature.
Temperature
(°C)
Diffusion coefﬁcient ± SD
(μm2 s−1)
Oxygen uptake rate ± SD
(μmol ml−1 h−1)
15 0.96 ± 0.26 0.590 ± 0.007
23 1.26 ± 0.23 2.260 ± 0.003
37 1.79 ± 0.33 5.362 ± 0.048
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4. Materials and methods
4.1. Cell strain construction and characterization
4.1.1. Mutagenesis of E. coli strains
I) λ-red mediated recombination using the nptI-sacB (kanamycin-
sucrose) counterselection. The relevant endogenous OXPHOS genes
were replacedwith functionalﬂuorescent protein fusionsperformed
through λ-redmediated recombination [51,52] allowing integration
of either the egfp or mcherry gene coding for enhanced GFP or
mCherry respectively [53,54] into the chromosomal operon for the
E. coli cydB, atpB, cyoA, nuoF, and sdhC genes respectively. In brief,
plasmid pKF2-6 contained all the genes for E. coli FoF1-ATP synthase
and additionally coded for a fusion of eGFP to AtpB (atpB) at the C-
terminus. To integrate into the chromosome we inserted the nptI-
sacRB cartridge in the genomic operon, replacing atpB, via λ-red
mediated recombination. The cartridge was ampliﬁed from plasmid
pVO1100 using primers P18 and P19 (Supplementary Table S2) that
imparted ﬂanking homologous regions to the chromosomal atp-
operon and this new BW25113 atpB:nptI-sacRB strain was charac-
terized by colony PCR. For the insertion of the genes for the
ﬂuorescently-labeled subunit AtpB we ampliﬁed a linear fragment
from pkF2-6 with primers P20 and P21 (Supplementary Table S2).
The fragment was integrated into the chromosome of BW25113
atpB:nptI-sacRB via λ-red mediated recombination. The strain
BW25113 atpB-egfpwas characterized by colony PCR and by sequenc-
ing. BW25113 egfp-nuoF, BW25113 sdhC-mCherry and BW25113
cyoA-mcherrywere similarly produced. The NuoF-GFP:SdhC-mCherry
dual-labeled strain was made using the same methods.
II) Combination λ-red mediated recombination and double-strand
break repair. Strains expressing the CydB-mCherry fusion protein
were made by introducing the mCherry DNA coding sequence into
the E. coli genome, downstream of cydB with the same 5 amino
acid linker used in the construction of strain YTL01 [14]. This was
achieved by a modiﬁcation of the method previously described
based on λ-red recombination and DNA double-stranded break re-
pair [55]. Brieﬂy, the pTKS/CS and pTKIP plasmids were replaced
by plasmids pTKYTLmCh(v) and pYTLmChDonor. In pTKYTLmCh(v)
the random sequence ‘landing pads’ from pTKS/CS were replaced
with 30 base sequences with homology to the N and C termini of
mCherry, to form ‘landing pads’ for mCherry. The neomycin resis-
tance cassette in pTKIP-neo was replaced with the mCherry coding
sequence to yield pYTLmChDonor. The red recombination plasmid
pTKRED, was introduced into host strains by electroporation. Over-
lap PCR was used to generate the recombineering template which
consisted of 2–300 bases of homology to the C-terminus of CydB,
the 5 amino-acid linker coding sequence, N-terminal mCherry land-
ing pad, the tetA counter-selectable marker with ﬂanking I-SceI re-
striction sites, C-terminal mCherry landing pad and 2–300 bases of
downstream homology to CydB. The introduction of the counter-
selectable marker into the host strain genome and at its subsequent
replacement with mCherry was carried out accordingly [55], using
pYTLmChDonor in place of pTKIP-neo. Mutants were screened by
colony PCR and subsequent sequence analysis of the cydB allele in
mutant colonies. The cydB-mCherry allele was similarly introduced
into BW25113 egfp-nuoF and BW25113 atpB-egfp.
III) λ-red mediated recombination using nptI-ccdB (kanamycin-
rhamnose) counterselection. E. coli strains expressing mMaple [22]
tagged CydB and NuoF were generated by allele replacement on the
E. coli MG1655 chromosome by λ-red recombination with λ-red
plasmid pTKRED [55]. Two rounds of recombination were used to
achieve the desired mutation. In the ﬁrst round of recombination,
the recombination templates were generated by PCR ampliﬁcation
of the counter-selectable cassette fromplasmidpKD45 [56], encoding
kanamycin resistance and the ccdB toxin under the control of the
rhamnose inducible rha promoter, using primer pair cydB-cs-F and
cydb-cs-R, for mutations of the cyd operon, and primers nuof-cs-F
and nuoF-cs-R, for mutations to the nuo operon (primer sequences
are given in Supplementary Table S2). This counter-selection was
deemed to be the most efﬁcient hence the use of MG1655 rather
than BW25113, which has a Δrha genotype [51] and therefore can
neither import nor metabolize rhamnose. Using these templates,
the counter-selectable cassette was inserted into the cyd and nuo op-
erons at the insertion sites for themMaple gene by λ-red recombina-
tion with λ-red plasmid pTKRED as previously described [55].
Recombinants were selected by growth at 30 °C on LB plates with
kanamycin (50 μg/ml) and spectinomycin (100 μg/ml) yielding mu-
tants resistant to kanamycin but sensitive to rhamnose. In the second
round of λ-red recombination, primer pairs cydB-maple-F and cydB-
maple-R and nuoF-maple-F and nuoF-maple-R were used to PCR
amplify the mMaple gene and linker with ﬂanking homology to the
insertion sites in the cyd and nuo operons respectively. λ-red recom-
bination was performed as before with these new templates and
second-round recombinantswere selected for by growth onM9min-
imal medium plates with 0.3% rhamnose as the sole carbon source.
The counter-selectable cassette was thus replaced with the mMaple
gene. The primary sequences of the linkers used were identical to
those for mCherry tagging of CydB and GFP tagging of NuoF. Mutants
were conﬁrmed by colony PCR and sequencing of the mutant alleles.
4.1.2. Characterization of E. coli strains
These cell strains were conﬁrmed as having similar cell doubling-
time measurements when grown in rich Luria-Bertani (LB) medium as
the parental strain BW25113, with Western blotting of the detergent-
extracted cytoplasmic membrane content conﬁrming the presence of
ﬂuorescent protein fusion constructs at the correct anticipated molecu-
lar weights. OXPHOS activity was estimated to be at least ~70% of the
parental strain level, either frommeasuring NADH or succinate oxidase
activity of cytoplasmic membranes and either NADH/ferricyanide oxi-
doreductase activity of cytoplasmic membranes and detergent extracts
for the complex I or II variants respectively, or with estimating ATP-
synthase activity of the atpB-egfp cell strain using succinate minimal
media plates [18].
Fluorescence imaging of CydB-mCherry expressing strains showed
red ﬂuorescence localized to the periphery of the cell, indicating that
the fusion protein is expressed, and that it remains intact. By phenotypic
tests described for a previous cydB-GFP fusion strain [14], CydB-
mCherry was determined to be a functional protein.
The aerobic growth of single- and dual-label strains in batch cultures
was compared to the parental wild-type strain BW25113, with mea-
sured cell doubling times under aerobic growth for all strains used
shown in Supplementary Table S1. Function of the CydB-mMaple ex-
pressing strain was demonstrated by comparison of growth of this
strain with wild-type and cydB-knockout strains.
4.1.3. Synthesis of ﬂuorescently labeled ubiquinone
NBDHA-Q was synthesized, modifying a previous protocol [57,58].
4.1.4. General methods and chemical instrumentation
Commercially available reagents were used as received without fur-
ther puriﬁcation. All reactions required anhydrous conditions and were
conducted in ﬂame-dried apparatus under an atmosphere of nitrogen.
Analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on silica
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gel plates (0.25 mm) pre-coated with a ﬂuorescent indicator. Standard
ﬂash chromatography procedures were performed using Kieselgel 60
(40-63 μm). UV/vis spectra were recorded using a PerkinElmer Lambda
35 UV/vis spectrometer. 1H NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker
AV400 NMR spectrometer. Chemical shifts δ are reported in ppm (rela-
tive to TMS (δH=0.0) andmultiplicity of signals denoted s= singlet, bs
= broad singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet and m = multiplet, respec-
tively with coupling constants (J) reported in Hertz (Hz).
4.1.5. Preparation of NBD-idebenone (3)
To a solution of 6-aminohexanoic acid (263 mg, 2.00 mmol) and
NaHCO3 (506 mg, 6.00 mmol) in MeOH (20 mL) at 0 °C was added 4-
chloro-7-nitrobenzofurazan (NBD-Cl) (401 mg, 2.00 mmol) portion-
wise. The reaction was stirred at 50 °C for 2 h before being cooled and
acidiﬁed by careful addition of dilute HCl (0.1 M). The precipitate was
ﬁltered off and then puriﬁed by ﬂash column chromatography (SiO2;
CHCl3 → 2% MeOH in CHCl3) and then by recrystallization from
MeOH/H2O to give 6-(7-nitrobenzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-ylamino)
hexanoic acid (100 mg) as an orange solid (100 mg); 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6) δ= 11.98 (bs, 1H), 9.53 (bs, 1H), 8.51 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H),
6.41 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 3.51–3.42 (m, 2H), 2.22 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H),
1.73–1.64 (m, 2H), 1.61–1.49 (m, 2H), 1.42–1.32 (m, 2H).
To a solution of 100 mg, 0.34 mmol, 3.4 equiv. in anhydrous CH2Cl2
(5 ml) under N2 was added N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC)
(37 mg, 0.18 mmol, 1.8 equiv.) in a reaction vessel shielded from UV
light. The reaction was left to stir at room temperature for 5 h at
which point the orange solid had fully dissolved and a white precipitate
(dicyclohexylurea) was visible. 4-(Dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP)
(1.0 mg, 0.2 μmol, 2.0 × 10−3 equiv.) and idebenone (35 mg,
0.1 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) were then added and the reaction was left to
stir for a further 16 h. The reaction mixture was then ﬁltered and con-
centrated under reduced pressure at room temperature, before puriﬁca-
tion of the red/orange residue by silica gel chromatography (nHexane:
EtOAc; 1:1) limiting UV exposure to a minimum afforded the title com-
pound as a bright orange solid (20.9 mg, 34.0%). Rf = 0.27; 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ= 1.03–1.93 (m, 16H, 8 × CH2), 1.97 (s, 3H, CH3),
2.39 (t, 2H, J = 6.7 Hz, CH2), 3.43–3.51 (m, 2H, CH2), 3.57–3.68 (m,
2H, CH2), 3.85–3.96 (m, 2H, CH2), 4.01 (s, 6H, 2 × OCH3), 6.10 (d, 1H, J
= 8.6, CH ß to NO2), 6.71 (brs, 1H, NH), 8.40 (d, 1H, J = 8.6, CH α to
NO2); UVmax (EtOH) = 463.
4.2. Optical imaging
4.2.1. Microscopy
For near-TIRF imaging [59] we used a home-built inverted dual-
color microscope capable of multi-modal illumination, including
controlled near-TIRF/TIRF microscopy, providing laser excitation at
473 nm and 561 nm wavelengths for GFP and mCherry respectively at
intensities in the range 125–250 W cm−2. Emissions were separated
into green/red channels using a bespoke spectral splitter and imaged
at 25 Hz onto separate halves of a 512 × 512pixel, cooled, back-
thinned EMCCD camera (iXon + DV897-BI, Andor Technology, UK) at
a magniﬁcation of ~40 nm/pixel, sampling continuously for up to ~10 s.
We set the focal plane at 100 nm from the glass coverslip surface, to
image cytoplasmic membranes of single E. coli cells [43]. With near-
TIRF, the angle of laser incidence was sub-critical at ~45° resulting in
oblique transmission into the sample. We obtained high contrast due
to reduction in back-scatter, but resulting in uniform excitation across
individual cells unlike conventional TIRF. The objective lens depth of
ﬁeld was low (0.2 μm) compared to E. coli cell diameters (1 μm),
resulting in relatively planar imaged sections with little correction re-
quired for membrane curvature.
4.2.2. PALM imaging
Overnight cultures in LB were diluted 1:20 in M9mediumwith glu-
cose (0.2%) as a carbon source and grown aerobically for 3–4 h to OD600
0.6–0.7 at approximately 30 °C. Cells pellets were obtained by centrifu-
gation and washed in ﬁltered growthmedium and ﬁxed in a solution of
4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline
at approximately 30 °C for 15 min. Fixed cells and 100 nm gold nano-
spheres, used as ﬁducial markers, were adhered to poly-L-lysine coated
cleaned coverslips by centrifugation in a microcentrifuge at 6000 rpm
for 1 min in coverslip-holder/chambers. Samples were rinsed with ﬁl-
tered media and imaged in a reservoir of medium.
Samples were imaged with TIRF illumination in a custom-built ﬂuo-
rescence microscope and images rendered as described previously [60].
Brieﬂy, a 561 nmwavelength laser of intensity 22 mWmm−2 was used
to excite mMaple ﬂuorophores in their red state and a 405 nm wave-
length laser was used to switch ﬂuorophores from their green to red
state. The intensity of the 405 nm laser was continuously increased up
to an intensity of 3.5mWmm−2 during acquisition in an approximation
to a Fermi activation regime [60], minimizing the likelihood of simulta-
neous photoactivation of multiple molecules and thus optimally sepa-
rating single molecules in time. Fluorescence was detected by an
Andor iXon + EMCCD camera sampling at 50 ms per frame using typi-
cally 8000–10,000 consecutive image frames in total for PALM recon-
struction. Image reconstruction was as previously reported [60]. The
centers of cylindrical Gaussian distributions with standard deviation
determined by the localization uncertainty of that molecule, calculated
as previously described [61], and normalized integrated intensity were
centered on localizations of mMaple. Bright patches are produced by
the summation of multiple Gaussian proﬁles in close proximity to one
another. Fields of view showingmultiple cells are shown in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1.
4.2.3. NBDHA-Q-FRAP
FRAP experiments were performed using a Leica TCS-SP5 laser-
scanning confocal microscopy with 63× oil-immersion objective
(NA 1.4) and excitation wavelength 488 nm, recording emission at
515–560 nm.
4.3. Data analysis
4.3.1. Spatial shift between green and red channels during two-color
imaging
The spatial shift between the green and red channels on the image
plane, was determined for each image sequence by ﬁnding the position
of best overlap of the two channels on the corresponding brightﬁeld se-
quence (non-ﬂuorescence images which bled through into each chan-
nel), acquired prior to each ﬂuorescence sequence during data
acquisition. This was done using a frame average (typically 10 frames)
of the brightﬁeld sequence, separating it into its red channel and
green channel halves, calculating a spatial cross-correlation function of
the top and bottom halves and ﬁnding the position of the maximum
of that cross-correlation function on the image plane. This position
corresponded to the spatial shift of the red channel with respect to the
green one during image acquisition. This shift was typically up to a
few pixels and could be due to alignment of the optics and to chromatic
aberrations. Only a linear shift on the image plane was considered for
our analysis.
4.3.2. Tracking software
Spots could be localized using bespoke software in MATLAB
(Mathworks) improved from earlier algorithms [62]. This software
recognized spots, quantiﬁed spot widths as well as corrected for local
background intensity due to diffuseﬂuorescent protein, cellular autoﬂu-
orescence or ‘dark’ camera noise.
Initially, an average of the ﬁrst few frames (typically ﬁve) in a given
image sequence was used to obtain, by means of image pixel-
thresholding, a cellmask and a backgroundmask, in order to distinguish
the regions on the image where bacteria cells were actually located,
from background regions. These cell masks were used for estimating
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cell length and width, as well as for transforming Cartesian coordinates
of tracked spots to a local cell coordinate system referenced to the geo-
metric centroid of the cell image.
Candidate positions for bright spotswere found on each framewith-
in a given image sequence by applying a combination of morphological
image transformations. For candidate spots within the ‘cell’ region, an
iterative Gaussian-masking algorithm [23,28,43] was used to locate
the intensity centroid of the bright spots on the image plane with sub-
pixel precision (b40 nm). This algorithm essentially ﬁnds the position
of best overlap of the spot's intensity distribution with a two-
dimensional Gaussian distribution of ﬁxed width (sigma = 2 pixels)
which moves around within a ﬁxed squared sub-array of edge length
17 pixels. Inside this sub-array, a circular region of diameter 10 pixels
and centered on the determined spot center position, was used to dis-
criminate the bright spot from its surroundings.
The average background counts per pixel were calculated from the
mean of the intensities in all pixels in the background region, i.e. the re-
gionwithin the ﬁxed squared sub-array but outside the circular spot re-
gion. Background subtraction was then performed by subtracting this
average background (per pixel) from the intensity corresponding to
each pixel in the inner circular region. A ﬁnal total spot intensity was
calculated by adding all resulting intensities, after background subtrac-
tion, within this circular region. A Gaussian function was ﬁtted to the
resulting background-corrected total spot intensity in order to charac-
terize all spots by obtaining their width and peak intensity.
A detected spot was accepted only if it had large enough signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and r-squared value of the Gaussian ﬁt, and a width
below the diameter of the above mentioned inner circular region. The
SNR was calculated as the peak intensity of the Gaussian ﬁt of the spot
divided by the standard deviation of all the intensities in the background
region. The corresponding Gaussian ﬁt for each candidate and accepted
spot was subtracted from the raw frame data before attempting to ﬁnd
the next spot center. This step improved the chances of detecting spots
which were very close together, particularly for dim spots adjacent to
much brighter spots.
Two accepted bright spots in consecutive frames were then linked
into a track if, simultaneously, their centers were less than 5 pixels
apart, the ratio of their widths was between 0.5 and 2, and the ratio of
their background-corrected total spot intensities was between 0.5 and
3. When there were competing assignments with several bright spots
that could be possibly linked to a spot in a previous frame, the best as-
signment was chosen such that the distance between the spot centers
to link was minimized.
We generated simulated data in the form of synthetic image
sequences with controlled background and shot noise levels and ran
these through the algorithm ﬁnding a localization precision of b1
pixel (i.e. b40 nm).
4.3.3. Stoichiometry analysis
For our stoichiometry calculations, we used the total ﬂuorescence
spot intensity (integrated over the whole spot), and corrected for any
local background. No ﬁltering of the data was employed. First, a
photobleaching time constant was obtained for a given ﬂuorophore
(GFP or mCherry) and data set (at given excitation laser powers) by
means of two different approaches. The ﬁrst approach consisted of
obtaining the intensity integrated over the whole bacteria cell body as
a function of time, for each image sequence, andﬁtting it to an exponen-
tial decay functionwith no offset. This approachwas consistentwith the
measured background cell autoﬂuorescence contribution being negligi-
ble compared to the measured whole cell intensity due to either GFP or
mCherry (the measured bleaching rate measured from the parental
strains, without ﬂuorescent protein labels, was signiﬁcantly faster).
The photobleaching time constants obtained in this way for all image
sequences in a given data set were then used to determine a resulting
range of values for the photobleaching time constant.
These determined time constant values were checked for consis-
tency against a second method, which consisted of constructing an
averaged intensity trace from many tracks from many spots within
the data set. Tracks had their intensity normalized to the initial in-
tensity at the start of the track, and their time origin was shifted
so that they would all start at time zero before being averaged.
Only tracks with at least 25 points (~1 s long) were used, and only
points on the averaged trace resulting from an average over at
least 2–5 tracks were kept. The error for each point on the averaged
trace was calculated appropriately and used for weighting the expo-
nential ﬁtting of the resulting averaged trace. A ﬁnal range of values
for the photobleaching decay time constant was obtained combin-
ing the ranges of values obtained from the two methods outlined
above, for every data set and for each ﬂuorophore. The relative
error in these ﬁnal estimates was between 7% and 36% for the ma-
jority of the data sets, though very rarely as high as 50% for one
data set.
The determined photobleaching time constants were then used
as ﬁxed parameters for ﬁtting the intensities of all tracks from all
images (for a given data set and ﬂuorophore), to exponential ﬁts
with no offset. An estimate of the initial spot intensity at the start
of the data acquisition was obtained from the ﬁt. Only tracks with
a minimum of 5 data points were ﬁtted, and results from the expo-
nential ﬁts with pre-determined time constants were only accepted
for positive r-squared values and for small enough squared devia-
tions of the ﬁtted model from the data points averaged over all
data points. Also, a reduced chi-squared test was performed in
order to assess the goodness of all ﬁts imposing a probability level
of 99% for acceptance.
The stoichiometry of each tracked bright spot was then determined
by dividing the obtained initial intensity for each track by the corre-
sponding single-molecule brightness value obtained from puriﬁed,
immobilized single-molecule ﬂuorescent proteins (Supplementary
Fig. 2). From all ﬁnal stoichiometry values, a histogram or a Gaussian
kernel distribution (a sum of many Gaussian curves, one per stoichiom-
etry value, centered on the stoichiometry value and with a Gaussian
width equal to the uncertainty of that value) was derived.
The single-molecule ﬂuorophore brightness (intensity) esti-
mates from in vitro data were obtained by ﬁrstly detecting point
spread function width (HWHM of 200–300 nm) spots of distinct
ﬂuorescence intensity on the frame averaged in vitro image se-
quences of single-molecule GFP or mCherry in a manner as de-
scribed previously [20]. Traces of spot intensity versus time were
then obtained for each ﬁxed position of the bright spots found on
the frame average. The intensity values were background corrected
in the same way as for the previously described analysis of in vivo
data.
4.3.4. Calculation of the overlap integral for co-localization analysis
Having two normalized, two-dimensional Gaussian intensity distri-
butions g1 and g2, centered around (x1, y1) with width σ1, and around
(x2, y2) with width σ2, respectively, and deﬁned as:
g1 x; yð Þ ¼ e− x−yð Þ
2þ y−yð Þ2½ = 2σ21ð Þ;
g2 x; yð Þ ¼ e− x−yð Þ
2þ y−y2ð Þ2½ = 2σ22ð Þ;
their overlap can be calculated from the integral of their product:
v0 ¼
Zþ∞
−∞
Zþ∞
−∞
g1 x−yð Þg2 x−yð Þdxdy ¼ Ce−Δr
2
= 2 σ21þσ22ð Þ½ :
Here, Δr is the distance between the centers of the Gaussians on the
x–y image plane, and C is a normalization constant equal to the
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maximum overlap possible for two perfectly overlapped spots of differ-
ent widths σ1 and σ2, so that:
Δr2 ¼ x1−x2ð Þ2 ¼ y1−y2ð Þ2;
C ¼ 2πσ
2
1σ
2
2
σ21 þ σ22
:
We deﬁned the overlap integral, v, for a pair of spots of known posi-
tions and widths as:
v ¼ v0
C
¼ e−Δr
2
= 2 σ21þσ22ð Þ½ :
4.3.5. Calculating the likelihood for random chance co-localization of
OXPHOS ﬂuorescent spots
Using nearest neighbor analysis for a random distribution of parti-
cles on a two-dimensional surface – a modiﬁcation of the analysis pre-
sented in [63] for three dimensions – we can call p(r)dr the
probability that the distance from one OXPHOS ﬂuorescent spot in the
cell membrane to another of the same type in a given single-label cell
strain is between r and r + dr. This must be equal to the probability
that there are zero such ﬂuorescent spots particles in the range 0–r,
multiplied by the probability that a single spot exists in the annulus
zone between r and r+ dr. Thus:
p rð Þdr ¼ 1−
Zr
0
p r′
 
dr′
2
4
3
52πrndr:
Here, n is the number of bright spots per unit area in the patch of cell
membrane observed in the focal plane under near-TIRF imaging. This
indicates that:
d
dr
p
2πrn
 
þ 2πrn  p
2πrn
¼ 0:
Solving for p(r) and using that p→ 2πrn in the limit r→ 0,we obtain:
p rð Þ ¼ 2πrnexp −πr2n
 
:
Thus, the probability p1(w) that the nearest neighbor spot separa-
tion is greater than a distance w is [59]:
p1 wð Þ ¼ 1−
Zw
0
p rð Þdr ¼ 1−
Zw
0
2πr exp −πr2n
 
dr ¼ exp −πw2n
 
:
The effective number density per unit area, n, at the focal plane is
given by the number of spots Nmem observed in the cell membrane
(Nmem ~4 spots per image on average over all cell strains: 2 spots in
each channel, i.e., 2 mCherry-labeled plus 2 GFP-labeled OXPHOS com-
plexes), divided by the portion, A, of the E. coli cell membrane imaged in
focus within the 0.2 μmdepth of ﬁeld of our microscope's objective lens
using near-TIRF illumination. Assuming each cell can be approximated
by a cylinder capped with hemispheres of total length ~3 μm and diam-
eter ~1 μm,we estimate that approximately a quarter of the total surface
cell membrane area of the bacteria is within 200 nm of the coverslip and
imaged in focus (the focal plane was set at ~100 nm from the glass
coverslip). Therefore A ~ 2.5 μm2 (the total bacterial membrane
area would be ~9 μm2 or ~ 6,000 pixels2 on our camera detector).
The probability that a nearest neighbor spot will be a distance less
than w away is given by 1-p1(w) = 1-exp(−πw2Nmem/A). If w is set
to be the optical resolution limit (wres ~ 0.3 μm, equivalent to ~6 pixels
on our camera detector) then we obtain a value 1-p1(wres) = 0.37.
The probability of chance co-localization of two spots of different
types (different OXPHOS complexes) is 2/3 of that value, i.e. 0.24.
Therefore, the probability of chance co-localization of different
OXPHOS complexes within the optical resolution limit of our micro-
scope is pchance≈ 24%.
Note that we have made sure that bleed-through from one channel
(color) into the otherwas negligible. Additionally, possible spontaneous
spectral shifts due to changes in the cell environment (in the
ﬂuorophore neighborhood) are small, of order ~20–30 nm [25,64]. In
our experiments, GFP and mCherry ﬂuorophores are excited at laser
wavelengths of 473 nm and 561 nm, respectively, which are ~90 nm
apart. Our excitationﬁlters are ~20nmwide, and so are our emission ﬁl-
ters, for which the central wavelengths are also ~90 nm apart. Hence,
possible small spectral shifts could not be responsible for ‘false positives’
of co-localization.
4.3.6. Comparison to other reported methods for co-localization analysis
Alternative popular recent methods of co-localization analysis are
image cross-correlation spectroscopy (ICCS) [65] and standard ﬂuores-
cence microscopy co-localization algorithms such as Pearson's coefﬁ-
cient and Manders' coefﬁcients M1 and M2 [66]. Pearson's coefﬁcient
only performs well for samples with similar stoichiometries (number
densities) of ﬂuorescently labeled complexes in each channel, and the
method based on Manders' coefﬁcients works well for number density
ratios up to ~2, being very sensitive to the choice of the relevant re-
quired thresholds which can in turn be determined through automatic
algorithms [67]. Both Pearson's and Manders' coefﬁcient methods
work better at low particle densities and are more sensitive than ICCS,
being capable of measuring low levels of co-localization. ICCS performs
better at high number densities and is more accurate when the particle
densities in the two channels are different (density ratios up to ~10).
However, ICCS fails for low co-localization fractions and is particularly
sensitive to image heterogeneity, since a step involving ﬁtting a spatial
correlation function to a Gaussian can become non-trivial for images
in which the spatial distribution of bright particles is not sufﬁciently
uniform (for instance, images with sharp bright edges such as cell
boundaries), making the automation of this step technically challeng-
ing, and hence making the ICCSmethod unusable in a practical context.
Given the very different stoichiometries of the labeled complexes in
our red and green channels, the low level of co-localization seen on our
image sequences, and the heterogeneity of our ﬂuorescence images
here, we use ‘co-localization value’ maps and estimate co-localization
fractions by use of overlap integrals. Our calculation of overlap integrals
is similar to that described previously [28], but improves the algorithm
by employing a Rayleigh-type criterion to determine a co-localization
threshold, where histograms of displacements on the image plane of
putatively co-localized spots are plotted and ﬁtted to a 2D Gaussian
function using three times the Gaussian width as a ﬁxed threshold to
determine co-localization fractions. The authors have recently become
aware of a similar approach to ours in recent work [68] However, our
method is more generic and includes the possibility of considering var-
iable spot widths in the two channels when calculating the overlap
integral.
4.3.7. Mobility analysis
The Bayesian Ranking of Diffusion (BARD) analysis inputs spatial x–y
coordinates for each detected spot as a function of time over which is it
is tracked, and constructs an estimate for the theoretical posterior distri-
bution corresponding to common diffusion modes of anomalous/sub-
diffusion, normal/Brownian, conﬁned, or directed diffusion by using
themeasuredmean square displacement (MSD) of each track in combi-
nation with analytical prior distributions which indicate the expecta-
tions of mobility parameters. The MSD for anomalous, Brownian and
directed diffusion was modeled as:
MSD ¼ 4Dτα þ vτ2;
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where D is the apparent diffusion coefﬁcient, τ the time interval, α the
anomalous diffusion coefﬁcient (set to precisely 1 for Brownian, and
0.7–0.8 for anomalous diffusion) and v is the mean drift-speed (set to
precisely zero for Brownian and anomalous diffusion models). For con-
ﬁned diffusion, a circularly symmetrical conﬁnement domain was
modeled in which Brownian diffusion could occur inside the domain
subject to a harmonic potential well such that a particle at the domain
edge experiences a forcing function that drives it back into the domain
[25].
The calculated posteriors were then ranked from lowest to highest
probability, with highest corresponding to the most likely model ac-
counting for the observed data. Relevant mobility parameters for each
diffusionmode, for example the diffusion coefﬁcient and the equivalent
radius of a conﬁnement domain, could then be extracted for each track.
The performance of the BARD algorithm was characterized thor-
oughly using multiple simulated 2D tracks of particles covering a
broad range of effective diffusion coefﬁcients and conﬁnement radii,
as well as other mobility parameters such as mean drift speed and
anomalous diffusion coefﬁcient, as outlined in full in [25]. Simulating
purely immobile particles, i.e. with a zero effective diffusion coefﬁcient,
but with a realistic Gaussian noise on spatial localization equivalent to
the high end of the experimental localization precision for a single
GFPmolecule under our imaging conditions of sigmawidth ~40 nm, in-
dicated that the most likely diffusion model from the four candidates
models used above was conﬁned with a predicated conﬁnement radius
of 15 ± 10 nm. Brighter diffusing particles, e.g. equivalent to the inten-
sity of 10–100 ﬂuorescent protein molecules as found from our experi-
mental OXPHOS data, have a smaller localization precision by roughly
the square-root of this increase in brightness factor [61], consistent
with our simulations indicating a range of localization precision of ~5–
30 nm across the range of spot intensities we observed experimentally,
indicating a predicted conﬁnement radius for simulated immobile par-
ticles of more typically ~5 nm.
4.3.8. Respiratory rate analysis
Oxygen uptake of E. coli cultures at deﬁned temperatures was mea-
sured in a Hansatech Oxylab electrode, with water-jacketed electrode
chamber for temperature control.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbabio.2014.01.020.
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